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Overview

This lesson will highlight the various online catalogs that can be useful in the course of your Astronomical Research. While not mandatory for the introductory paper, these resources should be considered for developing an above average paper and should be included in subsequent research projects.

In Astronomy, there are many (MANY) different catalogs. Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg astronomical Data Center was developed to provide quick access to major catalogs and provide a means to research an individual item with multiple references in a simplified fashion.

For this lesson, access CDS Strasbourg at: http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/ and Stelle Doppie at http://stelledoppie.goaction.it

This lesson will cover database search engines: CDS, Stelle Doppie, VIZIER, and SIMBAD. For more information on HIPPARCOS and GAIA, consult those video lessons.
CDS Strausbourg
CDS is a center that has associated four main database search engines into one central location.

When you click on the CDS link (previous slide), you will see a page that appears like the image below.

The four major collections of data are: CDS Portal, SiMBAD, VizieR, and Aladin
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Stelle Doppie
Go to: http://stelledoppie.goaction.it

This catalog blends the Washington Double Star Catalog with other research catalogs accessible at CDS Strausburg.

You can associate your double star with other catalog images, stellar types, proper motion, and other such information via the SIMBAD catalog.
SiMBAD

SiMBAD is principally used to access published papers that are referenced in your WDS historical data such as this example:

Additionally, SiMBAD, as seen in Stelle Doppie, can link stellar images and data for your research.
VizieR
Allows the user to search for an object by RA/DEC and co-locate data from a variety of other catalogs around that particular position. For example: HIPPARCOS, WDS, and GAIA.
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Questions?